
Try Reflex free for 30-days.

Learn more at explorelearning.com

Adaptive and individualized, Reflex is the most effective system for mastering basic facts in addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division for grades 2+. Reflex offers multiple opportunities and resources for parents to get 
involved.

1. Free Reflex Parent Accounts - All families with children enrolled in Reflex through their school can sign up for 
a free Reflex Parent Reporting Account. With their account parents can:

• View their child’s usage and math fact fluency progress
• See a detailed math fact and math family mastery report
• Receive weekly progress reports via email 

Parents can use this information to encourage their children, collaborate with teachers, and celebrate their 
child’s achievements.

2. Go For The Green Parents Webinar - Our Go for the Green with Reflex walks parents through getting set up 
with Reflex at home. Additionally, the webinar covers:

• The importance of math fact fluency
• How to get setup with their parent accounts and use the reporting features
• The best practices for using Reflex at home

3. Reflex at Home Handouts - Reflex comes equipped with parent handouts 
to help families familiarize with the product, and to provide important 
information and resources. 

4. Quick Start Video Guide - Parents can use our Reflex quick start video 
guide as a reference for using their parent accounts and reporting features. 

5. The Green Light Goal - Progress within Reflex is tracked by the Green 
Light, which illuminates when students complete a good day’s math fact 
fluency practice. Parents can encourage kids to meet the goal at home 
everyday, and help them fill out their Green Light tracker.

6. Play in the Arcade - Parents can play in our free Reflex arcade to familiarize 
themselves with the game. Parents can also launch a competition with their 
kids to beat each other's scores. 

7. The ExploreLearning Store - Parents can purchase Reflex merchandise to reward and encourage their students 
to achieve in our online store.
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